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NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Minister of Tourism Harin Fernando meets
the UK travel industry
Minister of Tourism Harin Fernando who was in London recently
met the UK travel industry on 16 June 2022 at the High Commission
of Sri Lanka.

The promotional event which was organised by the

High Commission of Sri Lanka in collaboration with the Sri Lanka
Tourism Promotional Bureau, was timely in the backdrop of the
removal on 11 June of the advice against non-essential travel to
Sri Lanka by the UK Government. The UK has been the 2nd largest origin
of inbound tourists to Sri Lanka.
Minister (Commercial) of the High Commission Dr. Lakmini Mendis
introduced the three special speakers of the event, Head of Commercial
at the Association of Independent Tour Operators in the UK (AITO)
Mr. Bharat Gadhoke, Founder Editor of the Wanderlust Magazine
Ms. Lynn Hughes, and Vice President Experience of Lonely Planet
Mr. Tom Hall.
Mr. Bharat Gadhoke stated that specialist travelers consider unique
countries like Sri Lanka to visit, as there is an extensive list of activities
a traveler can engage in. He assured that the AITO stands ready
to promote Sri Lanka among the UK travelers as done in the past.
Ms. Lynn Hughes explained that Wanderlust Magazine has been considering
Sri Lanka as one of the most popular destinations among their
readership since the start of the magazine and it was proven by
last year’s Wanderlust Awards where Sri Lanka was selected as one of
the top 10 destinations of travelers’ choice. She highlighted that the
search for ‘Sri Lanka’ on their website has been increased by 100% after
the lifting of the UK travel advisory on non-essential travel to Sri Lanka.
Mr. Tom Hall said he could confirm that Sri Lanka has been the best Island
that a traveler could visit, from his travel experience as a part of the
career at Lonely Planet. Lonely Planet had published 13 travel guides on
Sri Lanka since the start of the magazine in 1973 and Sri Lanka received
accolade as No.01 destination to travel in 2019.
The Tourism Minister has also held successful meetings in Paris
with tour operators and other stakeholders to promote Sri Lanka.
The Minister called on the assistance of Sri Lankan Ambassadors, High
Commissioners, officials of the foreign missions, and tour operators to
help revive the most-impacted tourism industry in Sri Lanka.
He also acknowledged the support extended by Embassy in France and the national carrier – SriLankan Airlines for making the Paris
event a success.
Minister Fernando also held successful meetings in Berlin to promote SL tourism and met with Ms. Jana Schimke, MP chairing the Parliament
tourism committee and had an interview with Deutsche Wella news. He also met with the head of the German Travel Association.
(June 22, 2022, www.ft.lk & June 28, 2022, www.mfa.gov.lk)

NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
BOI realigns confidence of investors through
webinar series

The Board of Investment (BOI), has launched a series of online webinars that aims at raising awareness about the potential investment
opportunities in Sri Lanka and thus, attracting new investors despite setbacks.
The BOI is of the view that times of hardships can be a time for new opportunities for investors to engage in novel investments in the
country. As such, the BOI is leaving no stone unturned to ensure that it moves in the positive direction so as to make a point of bringing
in new investments to the country.
In addition, the webinar series also creates a platform for investors to gain awareness about the Investor Facilitation Centre (IFC), which
was unveiled recently on the 27th floor at the West Tower of the World Trade Centre with the objective of streamlining services provided
to investors.
The first of the series was held during the third week of June via zoom covering the manufacturing sector with the participants from across
the globe. The 60-minute webinar got off the ground with the presentation delivered by BOI Director General Renuka M. Weerakone,
where she gave an overview on the topic ‘Why Sri Lanka’ underscoring the areas like investment climate, investment incentives, talent and
education, market access, quality of life and location advantages.
The session was then followed by a question-and-answer session, which enabled registered participants to pose their questions to the
panel of senior BOI officials.
The webinar had an overwhelming interest with the registration of 206 participants from various countries including China, Japan, India,
Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, UK, France, Italy, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, Netherlands,
Luxembourg, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Turkey, USA and Canada.
Commenting on the webinar series, BOI Chairman Raja Edirisuriya said: “A webinar series of this nature is indeed opportune as it enhances
the confidence of the investors encouraging them to invest in Sri Lanka irrespective of the turbulent circumstances prevailing in the
country.”
The subsequent webinars in the series will explore the sectors such as ICT, Agriculture and Food Processing, Logistic and Utility sectors
respectively and will be notified through the BOI website, www.investsrilanka.com
(June 29, 2022, www.investsrilanka.com)

NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Strategy for restoration and rebuilding
agri-food sector

NEWS UPDATE FROM SRI LANKA
Strategy for restoration and rebuilding agri-food
sector contd.
Sri Lanka’s economic crisis has caused immediate uncertainties regarding whether; (a) required food supplies are and will be available,
(b) the agri-food sector is and will be able to sustain the livelihoods of those engaged in crop, livestock and poultry farming, fishing, food
manufacturing, food distribution and allied activities and (c) the agri-food sector is and will be able to provide food security for those
most affected by the crisis.
As these concerns are particularly pertinent to the agriculture sector, the Faculties of Agriculture of the State universities of Sri Lanka
joined in proposing a plan of action that has been communicated to the President Gotabaya Rajapaksa and the Prime Minister Ranil
Wickremesinghe through a letter dated 15 June 2022 and signed by the Deans of all Faculties of Agriculture.
The proposal addresses the present crisis by identifying immediate actions to address the most pressing needs of the current moment
and also identifies actions requiring immediate attention that if unaddressed can exacerbate the crisis in the long-term.
The action plan is designed to address the two objectives of ensuring food and nutrition security and of protecting and sustaining
livelihoods and employment in the agri-food sector. It focuses on the entire food system considering all economic factors and priority
sub-sectors in the agriculture value/supply chains.
The prevailing situation has brought to the forefront serious concerns, especially relating to increases in food prices and shortages in
food. Food inflation in Sri Lanka during May 2022 (year-on-year basis) has stood at an all-time high of 57.4%.
The A Strategy for the Restoration and Rebuilding the Agri-Food Sector of Sri Lanka proposal, submitted by the members of the Faculties
of Agriculture of the State Universities of Sri Lanka includes two sections of activities.
The first section is an emergency preparedness plan that specifies a list of actions addressing four broad areas:
(1) immediate food security issues of Infants (under five years of age), adolescent girls, pregnant and lactating mothers, and elderly
groups. It recommends a screening process for malnourishment, strengthening pre-school and school lunch programs, the
distribution of dry rations and supplements for particularly vulnerable groups.
(2) The estate sector and war-affected areas are identified as a second vulnerable population and recommendations include providing
essential nutrients, support with growing food sources for carbohydrate requirements.
(3) To support low-income groups, food rationing to ensure equitable distribution, improvements in marketing and distribution
channels, encouragement and support of community kitchens, and facilitation of access to emergency funds and foods through
the support of private actors, NGOS, foreign sources are recommended.
(4) Finally, a series of actions to protect industries that are critically important to the nation’s food supplies and foreign exchange,
specifically the rice farmers, export agriculture, and poultry industry are identified. These activities must be complemented by
awareness, extension and educational programs.
The second section of the proposal includes short-, medium- and long-term actions organised by sector (crop, animal, processing and
cross-cutting) and identifies the relevant Government agencies whose attention is sought in implementing each action.
We note that the problems confronted by society today are a result of a lack of a consistent long-term policy and action programs
for agriculture, which could have prevented a crisis of this nature from occurring. Such a policy must be developed and must
include mechanisms to address future crisis situations by effectively using knowledge, other resources, and institutional structures
(state and others).
It must use consultative processes in a holistic manner that ensures that a system to address pressing issues, over the long term, in
a sustained manner, is developed in which relevant institutions and bodies are represented with nominees identified through proper
channels of communication.
(June 20, 2022, www.ft.lk)

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
EU to sanction trade partners breaching labour,
climate rules
By Elena Sánchez Nicolás - Brussels

EU trading partners who breach international labour standards or climate commitments, face being slapped with sanctions, under EU
Commission proposals on Wednesday (22 June).
“While our approach should remain centred on cooperation and engagement, there may be circumstances where sanctions are warranted,”
EU trade commissioner Valdis Dombrovskis said in a news conference. Dombrovskis was referring to circumstances where a partner
country breaches the principles of the International Labour Organization and commitments under the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement.
But the commission insisted that sanctions will remain the last resort. The proposal comes after civil society organisations and MEPs
raised concerns over, for example, child labour and deforestation risks not being properly addressed in trade agreements between
the EU and third countries. Sanctions would apply to future trade agreements currently under negotiation, but not to existing trade
agreements or those finalised but not yet ratified — such as the controversial EU-Mercosur trade deal.
Nevertheless, many modern trade agreements such as those with Japan or Mexico already include sustainability chapters. The European
Union is currently involved in negotiations with New Zealand, Australia, and India, and wants to launch talks with Indonesia soon.
The new sanctions approach could be first applied to the trade agreement being negotiated with New Zealand since talks are very
advanced, Dombrovskis said. But EU member states will have to greenlight the commission’s inclusion of the sanctions regime into each
new trade agreement.
The proposals come after 15 EU countries called on the commission to accelerate the work to finalise and ratify trade agreements to
increase the EU’s overall credibility as “a serious trade partner”.
They argued that the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), the world’s largest trade agreement including China, Japan,
South Korea, New Zealand and Australia, should be a “wake-up call” for Europe.
(July 23, 2022, euobserver.com)

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
Germany warns of ‘historic challenge’ as trade
slides into deficit
By Martin Arnold in Frankfurt & Guy Chazan in Berlin

Germany’s political and business leaders warned that the country was facing its biggest economic crisis for decades as soaring energy
prices and disruptions to trade pushed the country into a monthly trade deficit in goods for the first time in more than 30 years.
The rise in energy prices increased the cost of imports to Europe’s largest economy in May, while global trade disruption weighed down
exports, causing a $1bn deficit — the first since 1991. The figures contrasted with years in which Germany’s manufacturing exports drove
the country’s growth and made it the powerhouse of the EU economy.
Warning on Monday that Germany faced a “historic challenge”, chancellor Olaf Scholz added that “the crisis won’t pass in a few months”
because Russia’s war in Ukraine “has changed everything, and supply chains are still disrupted by the pandemic”.
The sanctions imposed on Moscow by western countries have also hit trade, along with China’s coronavirus lockdowns, squeezing demand
for goods from Germany’s export-focused economy.
Rainer Dulger, head of the Confederation of German Employers’ Associations, said after Monday’s meeting held by Scholz that Germany
was facing the “toughest economic and social crisis since reunification”. “Difficult years lie ahead of us,” he added. “We can no longer
take for granted the continuous economic growth that we experienced before the Covid-19 pandemic and the Ukraine war.”
Imports increased 2.7% to ¤126.7bn from April to May while month-on-month exports fell 0.5% to ¤125.8bn, according to data released
on Monday by the federal statistical agency.

NEWS UPDATE FROM EUROPE
Economists expect high energy prices and weak exports to hit German growth this year. ING is forecasting German gross domestic
product will shrink in the second quarter and Brzeski said: “There is a high probability that Germany and the rest of the euro area will
enter recession this year.”
Dulger said companies “don’t know which fire to put out first”. He said there was a “shortage of skilled workers, material and staff, and
supply chains are in tatters. It will remain a challenge to keep firms open.”
Prices of German imports rose more than 30% in the year to May — reflecting soaring energy and commodity prices — while export prices
rose almost 16%. While trade data is reported on a nominal basis, the data is adjusted for inflation when calculating GDP.
Many German companies announced they were severing ties with Russia after the EU imposed sanctions on thousands of Russian
individuals and businesses. Brussels plans to ban EU imports of Russian oil as part of a sixth package of sanctions against Moscow.
There has been a similar deterioration in the trade balance of the overall eurozone, which had a trade deficit in goods of ¤32.4bn in April,
a reversal from a surplus of ¤14.9bn a year earlier. Eurozone trade figures for May are due to be released on July 15.
(July 4, 2022, www.ft.com)

EU-New Zealand Trade Agreement: Unlocking
Sustainable Economic Growth
The EU and New Zealand have today concluded negotiations for a Trade Agreement, which is set to open significant economic opportunities
for companies and consumers on both sides. The deal also includes unprecedented sustainability commitments, including respect of
the Paris Climate Agreement and core labour rights, which are enforceable through trade sanctions as a last resort.
Bilateral trade is expected to grow by up to 30% thanks to this deal, with EU annual exports potentially growing by up to ¤4.5 billion.
EU investment into New Zealand has a potential to grow by up to 80%. The deal can cut some ¤140 million a year in duties for
EU companies from the first year of application.
European Commission President, Ursula von der Leyen, said: “New Zealand is a key partner for us in the Indo-Pacific region. This trade
agreement brings major opportunities for our companies, our farmers and our consumers, on both sides. It can help increase trade
between us by 30%. It includes unprecedented social and climate commitments. This new agreement between the European Union and
New Zealand comes at an important geopolitical moment. Democracies – like ours – work together and deliver for people.”
Negotiations for a Free Trade Agreement with New Zealand started in June 2018. The 12th negotiating round was held in March 2022,
followed by intersessional discussions leading up to the conclusion of the negotiations on 30 June 2022.
(June 30, 2022, The European Commission official website)

NEWS UPDATE FROM MEMBERS
210 km Integrated Roads Project sees steady
progress under Access Engineering
Access Engineering PLC (AEL), Sri Lanka’s premier construction
enterprise is eyeing the completion of the 210 km Integrated Roads
(i-roads) Project in the Gampaha District of the Western Province
by early 2023.
The project initiated by the Road Development Authority (RDA),
aims to provide the much needed accessibility required by
communities in the rural areas of the district.
Enriching Sri Lankan lives, AEL, who has engaged in the development
of roads in many rural areas in the past, serve as the main contractor
for the rehabilitation, improvements and maintenance of these
roads.
Having begun work on the project back in April 2020, AEL has faced a number of challenges hindering the smooth progression of the
project, mainly due to the COVID-19 pandemic back in 2020 and 2021 and the current economic crisis being experienced have caused
disruptions sporadically.
However, AEL, the foremost civil engineering enterprise in the island is continuing to pull through to make good on its promise of
‘Engineering tomorrow’s heritage, today’.
The project, funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) also stands to bring in much needed foreign currency to Sri Lanka and the
project will eliminate issues pertaining to poor transport infrastructure and will provide rural citizens with improved connectivity to
socio-economic centres, uplifting their lives.
The project which falls under the Second Integrated Road Investment Program of the RDA is earmarked for completion by February 2023.
(July 7, 2022, www.ft.lk)

Hayleys Solar launches “Energynet” to combat power
outages, non-availability of fossil fuels
Hayleys Solar, the renewable energy arm of Hayleys Fentons, recently launched
“Energynet”, an off grid/hybrid solar PV system with battery backup, to effectively
combat the prevailing power outages experienced in Sri Lanka.
With over a decade of market excellence, Hayleys Solar has successfully completed
over 75MW of solar installations island wide making it the undisputed leader in
Engineering, Procurement, and Construction (EPC) company in Sri Lanka.
A key disadvantage of on-grid solar solutions is that the solar system automatically
switches off when there is a power cut, wasting solar energy that could be generated
during the day. The Energynet solution mitigates this drawback by enabling solar
energy to be utilised even during a power outage. Due to the energy stored in the
battery, this gives a solution for night-time power cuts as well.

Hasith Prematillake

Roshane Perera

Fentons Managing
Director

Hayleys Solar Director
and Chief Executive
Officer

Solar power generated via this solution during the day, can be stored and utilised regardless of the availability of power from the main
grid and ensures access to uninterrupted power at all times. The solar PV system will also charge the batteries during the daytime
and discharge them when there is a power outage. Energynet can consistently power critical loads, such as lights, refrigerators, fans,
televisions, and laptops. If the customer desires, the scalability of the system allows it to be customised to power higher loads such as air
conditioners and pumps.

NEWS UPDATE FROM MEMBERS
In addition to reducing the electricity bill, Energynet is a noise-free, eco-friendly solution which does not require any fuel or gas and
eliminates operational costs and the hassle of waiting in unending queues. Energynet eliminates the hazard of storing fuel in canisters for
backup generators.
The inverters of the Energynet Solution range between 0.5kW to 5kW single-phase units which can operate with one of three sources;
the solar PV array, the battery, and the grid. The Energynet battery system (LiFePO4) ranges from 1.2kWh to 10.24kWh with battery cells
from BYD/CATL, the leading battery manufacturers based in China. The batteries have a life span of over 3,000 cycles which translates to
approximately 8 years if discharged once a day, 4 years if discharged twice a day.
To support customers during these challenging times, Hayleys Solar has partnered with leading banking and financial institutions for zero
percent interest easy payment and credit card schemes ranging from 12 to 60 months.
Customers with pre-existing solar panels simply have to connect the Energynet solution (inverter and battery only) to existing panels
and charge it directly from the grid. Customers who are new to solar energy can choose to install solar panels along with the Energynet
solution or use Energynet as a stand-alone solution (without solar panels) as it can be charged via the grid. The aforementioned flexibility
makes Energynet a viable solution for apartment dwellers as well.
(June 28, 2022, www.hayleys.com)

ComBank ranked among world’s Top 1000 banks
for 12th consecutive year
•

First Sri Lankan bank in prestigious ranking and only bank to remain in elite group for
12 years in a row

The globally-respected UK magazine ‘The Banker’ has once again included the Commercial Bank of Ceylon in its prestigious ‘Top 1000
World Banks’ ranking, making Commercial Bank the only Sri Lankan bank to be ranked among the elite global giants in banking for 12
consecutive years.
This ranking of the global who’s who of banking is based primarily on Tier I capital, a principal indicator to measure a bank’s financial
health.
“These are the most adverse times in memory for banks in Sri Lanka, with the country’s unique issues compounding the continuing
impacts of two years of the COVID-19 pandemic. In that context, our achievement of being ranked among the world’s top 1000 banks
for the 12th successive year assumes even greater significance,” Commercial Bank Managing Director and CEO Mr. Sanath Manatunge
said. “This reaffirms the remarkable consistency of the Bank as well as its ability to maintain strong fundamentals in the face of daunting
external challenges.”
Commenting on the 2022 ranking, The Banker said: “It has been another turbulent year for the global economy and the banking sector.
Yet both have remained remarkably resilient, in no small part due to government and central bank fiscal support programmes. Global
aggregate tier 1 capital and assets have continued their onward march upwards. Global pre-tax profits have also bounced back from
their slump last year. But the aggregate figures mask some significant regional and country-specific variations. China remains strong, the
US has bounced back, for Europe challenges remain. The question now is how the world’s banks will fare as we enter a new period of
economic turbulence, with interest rates rising and stimulus being unwound.”
The top five global banks heading The Banker’s list for 2022 are ICBC, China Construction Bank, Agricultural Bank of China, Bank of China
and JP Morgan Chase & Co. Commercial Bank of Ceylon is ranked at No 930.
Compiled from a database of over 5,000 of the world’s biggest banks, The Banker’s Top 1000 World Banks ranking is considered the
definitive guide to identifying which banks are the strongest in the world, based on more than 120 data points tracked in its database year
on year. The magazine analyses results by region, country and benchmark bank to bank, and runs its best-performing bank methodology
to help readers identify the banks’ strengths and weaknesses compared to its peers.
(July 5 2022, www.combank.lk)

NEW MEMBERSHIPS
JFS Holdings (Private) Limited
JFS is an emerging iconic business entity with a history of over 10 years. Over the years, we have evolved our business
model around a diverse portfolio of four main business sectors: ICT, BPO, Agro Food, & Extreme Sports. As one of the
most diversified biz entities in Sri Lanka, we strive to maintain the highest standards of governance and transparency,
while innovating with the latest digital technologies, investing on sustainable initiatives during this period, creating
employment, empowering great work culture that attracts and retains excellent employees to the team.
However, the journey in the last few years has been challenging, and our company has overcome this storm through its
investment flexibility, setting itself a strong platform for growth.
While earning approx. 25000 USD directly and 40,000 USD indirectly a month, under the BPO sector to the nation, we are planning to
expand our business further to Europe region through Agro Food sector under RAVINE brand. We are looking at opportunities to provide
high quality Ceylon spices including value added products complying European market requirements. JFS was recognized with Merits
at the CNCI Achiever Awards 2021 (National Level Service Sector - Medium Category) for Industrial Excellence by The Ceylon National
Chamber of Industries, Entrepreneur Awards (Western Province) 2017 (Services - Large Category) by The National Chamber of Commerce
of Sri Lanka. The company is a member of American Chamber of Commerce in Sri Lanka (AmCham SL), Sri Lanka Association for Software
Services Companies (SLASSCOM) and National Chamber of Exporters of Sri Lanka too.

Zeropoint Pvt Ltd
Zeropoint Sri Lanka, located in Colombo known as Zeropoint.hr as the business entity.
The head office is in Belgium. Zeropoint is a Software Development company which
is specialized in delivering remote software development teams. We have been in the
industry continuously over a decade and our teams are enriched with skillful resources
throughout the period. Zeropoint has been doing off shoring with the focus of European client base as well as with limited large-scale
businesses in Sri Lanka. Our expert teams have hands-on experience with technologies such as React, Node.js, Angular, .NET, PHP, Java,
Progress and RPA. Our resources engage with Web, Mobile App, Hybrid, PWA, Desktop Application Development, ERP, RPA and Cloud
Technologies.
Our core values are Respect, Reliability, Openness and Happiness. Zeropoint Sri Lanka provides flexibility in balancing work-life, foreign
training with the collaboration of the clients, medical facilities, exposure to new technologies, platform for growth and be engaged and
more over competitive salaries. Yet, team gatherings and the family events give opportunity to enhance the bond between each other.
Throughout the pandemic and even during the recent past Zeropoint Sri Lanka has been delivering the same services to all our clients
with much more developments. Our teams have grown in good numbers in employee wise as well as client wise. The greatest strength
we have is the trust between every stakeholder of the company throughout the time. Zeropoint Sri Lanka looking towards for a brighter
future for all, in the days ahead.

GUI Solutions Lanka (Pvt) Ltd
GUI Solutions Lanka (Pvt) Ltd is a Software Development company based out of Sri Lanka, providing
software solutions to enterprises in multiple industries globally since 2011.
GUI Solutions Lanka entered the international software industry as a partner company of GUI Solutions Pte
Ltd of Singapore, which was established in 2001.
As a dominant software solutions provider, GUI Solutions Lanka offered software solutions to organizations
in the APAC region: Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei and Australia in particular since 2001. With the recent
addition of a new development project from the USA, this is a new focus market for GUI Solutions Lanka.
Leveraging from the success of GUI Solutions Pte Ltd of Singapore, as a partner company GUI Solutions Lanka continued its journey
forward as a successful counterpart here in Sri Lanka with the registered company/development center in Kadawatha Sri Lanka, with a
team of 25 skilled professionals.
GUI Solutions Lanka (Pvt) Ltd., operate currently with the following flagship portfolio of ICT services:
1. Mobile App Solutions, and Developments
2. E-commerce & Web Development
3. ERP Consultancy & Management Services
4. Business Software Products

ECCSL EVENTS
Accessible Tourism
The European Chamber of Commerce
of Sri Lanka organized an exclusive,
round table discussion on ‘Accessible
Tourism’ with Mr. James Exton for the
members in the travel and hospitality
sector together with a few invited
guests from leading organizations in
the travel and hospitality sector in Sri
Lanka.
Globally, it is estimated that over
1 billion persons with disabilities, as
well as more than 2 billion people,
such as spouses, children and caregivers of persons with disabilities, representing almost a third of the world’s population, are directly
affected by disability. While this signifies a huge potential market for travel and tourism, it still remains vastly under-served due to
inaccessible travel and tourism facilities and services. Accessible tourism enables all these people to participate-in and enjoy tourism
experiences.
Mr James Exton is the Founder of ‘Access the Globe’, a UK-based company which offers Accessible Tours to Sri Lanka and provide
consultancy services & training for travel companies in offering accessible tourism.
Mr. Exton was visiting Sri Lanka at the time and joined ECCSL for an informal, round table meeting to speak about his most recent
experiences travelling in Sri Lanka and to discuss how travel companies can make themselves more accessible for people with reduced
mobility.
The event was held on 29th June 2022 and initially planned as a coffee meeting discussion at The Kingsbury Colombo. The Kingsbury
Colombo was very generous to host the event along with refreshments to all, however, due to the tense situation near Galle Face Green
and surrounding areas, the event was converted to an online forum.
The agenda included detailed insights from Mr. Exton about the importance of facilitating accessible tourism in Sri Lanka and examples
of good and bad experiences he has had during his visit to Sri Lanka. Furthermore, he explained the measures which can be adopted by
organizations in the travel and hospitality sector to tap this niche market of tourism. The event included a special Q&A segment where
the participants were able to interact with Mr. Exton and ask questions about the subject matter and how their organizations can facilitate
certain aspects of Accessible tourism.
The event was a complete success with a number attendees representing leading Sri Lankan organizations in travel & hospitality industry.
ECCSL continues to support the country’s trade & investment relations with 51 countries in Europe and this event is first step of series of
events presently being planned for the year to assist in rebuilding the tourism industry in the country with the aim of bringing in much
needed financial aid to the country.

ECCSL EVENTS
An Introduction to ‘Product Guru’
The European Chamber of Commerce of Sri Lanka
organized an event to Introduce ‘Product Guru’
online business platform for Sri Lankan exporters.
This was the first of a webinar series ECCSL is
planning to host for its members and selected
external organizations.
‘Product Guru’ is an online platform which
was

created

to

simplify

the

retail

buying

process. It facilitates showcasing of a variety of
fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) products
including food, beverages, agriculture products,
personal care, household supplies and other
consumer goods online, making them reachable
for retailers and buyers in the UK looking to
purchase products from Sri Lanka.
The event was held on 6th July 2022 and the agenda included a detailed demonstration of ‘Product Guru’ and ‘Product Guru’ online
showroom, awareness of the benefits of the platform, virtual pitching, huddles and pop-up store facilities. The event included a special
Q&A segment where the participants were able to interact with Product Guru team and ask questions about the platform and the services
provided by them.
The event was a complete success with a vast number attendees representing Sri lankan organizations looking for buyers from
supermarkets, health food shops and other retailers in the UK and organizations searching for a platform to be able to showcase their
products to UK buyers

NATIONAL DAY CALENDAR
BELARUS
Belarus is a landlocked country of eastern Europe. Until it became independent in 1991, Belarus, formerly
known as Belorussia or White Russia, was the smallest of the three Slavic republics included in the Soviet
Union (the larger two being Russia and Ukraine).
Belarus Independence Day is celebrated every year on July 3rd. The decision to celebrate Independence
Day on 3 July was adopted in a nationwide referendum on 24 November 1996. It is the day Minsk was
liberated from the Nazi invaders – 3 July 1944.
In celebration of their Independence Day, the Belarusian nations pays tribute to the heroism and perseverance of soldiers, the selfless
struggle of the underground fighters, the great labor feat of those who raised the country from ruins, built factories, houses and schools.
Sometimes referred to as the ‘Lungs of Europe’, Belarus is home to one of the last and largest remaining parts of the huge primeval forest
that once covered the European Plain – the Białowieža Forest.

MONTENEGRO
Republic of Montenegro is a country in Southeastern Europe with rugged mountains, medieval villages and
a narrow strip of beaches along its Adriatic coastline.
Montenegrin Sovereignty Day, also known as Statehood Day is celebrated each year on 13th July to
commemorate the day the Principality of Montenegro was recognized by the Berlin Congress as an
independent State in1878. Prior to the independence of Montenegro from Serbia and Montenegro, this day
was the National Day of Montenegro.
Despite this date marking Montenegro's first independence, it is not their Independence Day. Montenegro celebrates its Independence
Day on May 21st and marks the result of the 2006 referendum for independence from Serbia.
The names ‘monte’ means mountain and ‘negro’ means black and the country was named for the dark mountain forests that cover the
land. The country’s flag features a golden lion. The flag is based on the flag that was in use during the reign of King Nicola I, who was the
king between 1910 & 1918.

FRANCE
France, in Western Europe, encompasses medieval cities, alpine villages and Mediterranean beaches. Paris,
its capital, is famed for its fashion houses, classical art museums including the Louvre and monuments like
the Eiffel Tower.
France Bastille Day - also known as the country's national day is celebrated every year on July 14 to
commemorate the fall of the Bastille on 14th July 1789. The official name of the holiday in France is ‘Fête
Nationale’, which also serves as a symbol of national harmony.
Bastille was once constructed as a medieval stronghold, later turned into a state prison. On July 14, 1789, a mob attacked the fortress
and released seven prisoners. And hence, this action signaled the beginning of the French Revolution. Between 1789 and 1799, France saw
a significant political and social change. The French Consulate was established following the French Revolution.
The French celebrate this day with fanfare and excitement as fireworks are seen over the Eiffel Tower. Around the world, Francophiles
celebrate Bastille Day by hosting French-themed meals or attending concerts featuring French music

BELGIUM
Belgium, a country in Western Europe, is known for medieval towns, Renaissance architecture and as
headquarters of the European Union and NATO. The country has distinctive regions including Dutchspeaking Flanders to the north, French-speaking Wallonia to the south and a German-speaking community
to the east.
Belgium National Day or Independence Day is celebrated annually on July 21 to commemorate the
investiture of the country’s first monarch, King Leopold I, who took the constitutional oath in 1831. This
day also celebrates the separation of Belgium from the Netherlands and the formal establishment of the
Kingdom.
The main festivities occur in Brussels, beginning with a Te Deum at the Cathedral of St. Michael and St. Gudula, attended by the King and
other dignitaries followed up parades, a fly-past by the Belgian Air Force and a firework display. Since 2003, there has also been a concert
known as the "National Ball" (bal nationale). Celebrations at rest of the cities involve church services, flea markets, and public concerts.
The Belgian flags are commonly displayed at shops and private houses.
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Some experiences are just more rewarding together.
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